
My Trips
UX Process for the “My Trips” Section of a travel app



Step #1.

Design a wireframe solution for a “My Trips” section for a travel application. It should feel personalized and have an overall 
good experience for the user.



Step #2.

Conduct competitive research to see what our competitors offer in the marketplace.

I was only able to view the default pages without any trips added. But here’s how our competitors are designing the architecture for 
their “My Trips” section. Users can use the top tabs to switch between booked trips or archived ones. 



SkyBlue - My Trips TripIt - My Trips



WeGo - My Trips Delta - My Trips



Step #3.

Determine the product’s value proposition: 

Our “My Trips” section is geared toward offering users access to the flight information they value most. Passengers can discover what 
food and beverages are on the flight, inflight entertainment options, flight details, and seating upgrade options. All of this can be easily 
accessed within the application.  



Step #4.

Define primary customer segment and identify the customers’ biggest problems. 

The primary customer segment are passengers who booked the flight via our application. This is a wide range of users, most likely 
between the ages of 18-70+.

Their biggest problem is that they want more details about what’s being offered on the flight. The questions they want answered are…

What’s the weather like at my destination?
Am I eligible to upgrade my seat? -- Silver, Gold, and Platinum members’ concern.
How long is the flight?
What’s my departure and arrival gate?
What food and drinks are being offered on the flight?
What movies or tv series are being shown on the flight?
What’s the wifi information?
What’s the cost if I have to book extra luggage? 
Where’s my seat?
Are there blankets and pillows being offered on the flight?
What retail options are available in my connecting terminal?

















Step #5 

Empathy Map

Design an empathy map based on the interviews. The map should showcase what issues are concerning users the most. 





Step #6 

Feature Map

After empathizing with users, come up with solutions for their problems. Use a feature map (2nd slide) to showcase which features are 
desired the most. 







Step #7 

Task flows
 
By hypothesizing tasks that users are trying to complete, I break down the solution with a task flow. These flows depict the users 
movement through the application. 

















Step #8 

Wireframe sketches. After getting a better understanding about what our users wanted to achieve, I took the task flows and applied 
them to several sketches. 

The following drawing is The flight modal that opens once a user selects the booked flight details tile on the “My Trips” section. 
Underneath it is the architecture of the inflight entertainment tab.
And to the far right is what booked flight tiles look like on the “My Trips” tab. 

By using tabs and a bottom bar navigation, I was able to condense all the user needs within navigational components. The “My Trips” 
page is kept clean with minimal information about the flight until a user decides to tap on the tile. All the other flight details are found 
once the user opens the flight page itself. 
Here users have access to…
Their digital boarding pass
Departure and arrival times
Flight status
Boarding time
Gate # 
Details about the weather at their arrival destination
Zone number accompanying a seat number
Then along the bottom bar navigation, they can find more detailed flight info (duration in air, travel distance), information about inflight 
entertainment (movies, tv shows, music), food and drink services, seat upgrades, and information about extra baggage. 





Next Steps

The next step would be to sketch our all of the secondary app screens and modals. These initial sketches just show the foundation of 
the “My Trips” tab and a flight modal. There’s much more work to be done!

Thanks for viewing my process. I apologize for not having the entire app sketched out, but the research phase was necessary to 
understand what I was attempting to design.

-Matt R. 


